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Beam power history of the MRSchematic layout of J-PARC accelerators 
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Present observations in the MR

Recent stable routine operations ~ 64 kW (~7E+13 protons/pulse, 8 bunches )

"Bunch-by-bunch (Hor./Ver.) feed back system" is utilized

nx ~ 22.30, ny ~ 21.75, xx = -5, xy= -7.1 (during debunching process )

In the SX mode 

Limiting factor to increase the SX beam power
debunching @ 30 GeV flat-top à longitudinal microwave instability

à electron cloud buildup
à transverse instability, vacuum pressure rise, beam loss

(to be confirmed that this is the electron cloud instability)



Beam Instability at debunch Timing

Abort destination,  60kW debunch , RF offset 65deg

E-cloud

V-oscillation

H-oscillation

Debunch beam Loss 

Microwave structure

ESS, SMS vacuum rise

ESS OFF

Currently Limiting SX beam intensity  (large beam loss for SX) 

The transverse instability (e-p)  seems to be triggered by a longitudinal micro-structure in debunch

w/Insta. w/o  Insta.
56kW 

53deg 17kV@80ms50deg 0kV @0ms

run86
#67145

run86
#67143

H, V beam size growth

56kW 56kW 

occurs in the whole MR ring
Wall current

M. Tomizawa, 
ATAC2021

SX mode 



Present observations in the MR

Recent stable routine operations ~ 500 kW (~2.6E+14 protons/pulse, 8 bunches )

Transverse (Hor./Ver.) intra-bunch feed back system is an essential ingredient

Another essential ingredient is hor. & ver. chromaticity, 

nx ~ 21.34, ny ~ 21.43

xx = Dnx /(Dp/p) ~ -6, xy Dny /(Dp/p) ~ -8

In the FX mode 

S. Igarashi et al., PTEP 2021, 033G01 

PTEP 2021, 033G01 S. Igarashi et al.

Fig. 6. Space-charge tune spread for the beam power of 470 kW and the working point of (21.35, 21.43). The
resonances of concern are also shown.

Optics are measured during injection and at the beginning of acceleration. The major sources of
error in the optics modulation and the half-integer resonance 2!y = 43 are the leak fields of the
FX septum magnets. They were corrected with the trim coils of the 3 quadrupole magnets near the
septum magnets.

The third-order resonances of !x +2!y = 64 and 3!x = 64 have been corrected with trim coils of 4
sextupole magnets. A solution was derived for a simultaneous equation to reproduce the 2 resonance
strengths of G1,2,64 and G3,0,64 in the complex planes with trim coils of 4 sextupole magnets. This
solution was applied for high-intensity operation, and beam loss was improved; further, optimization
was performed with high-intensity beams to reduce beam losses.

Transverse instability was observed during injection and acceleration. Instability and source
impedance are being studied [19]. The instability is suppressed by chromaticity parameters and
intra-bunch feedback systems [20].

Longitudinal dipole oscillations have been observed during acceleration for a beam power of
480 kW or higher. Wake fields of undesired harmonics of h = 8 and 10, which were induced in
the cavities by the high-intensity beam, caused coupled bunch instability [21]. The induced dipole
oscillation resulted in beam losses during acceleration in the worst cases. With the new RF feedback
system, the instabilities are suppressed and the beam operation becomes stable.

3.3. Prospects for higher intensity operation and possible improvements
Beam survivals were estimated with the space-charge simulation program, SCTR. The initial trans-
verse distributions were derived from the profile measurements with multi-ribbon profile monitors
at the 3-50BT. The initial longitudinal distributions were derived from measurements with the wall
current monitor at the MR. The simulation results were compared with the measurements of the
beam intensity equivalent to 470 kW as in Fig. 7. The simulation results using a 470-kW equivalent
beam with magnet errors are in good agreement with the measurements. The simulation indicated
that the beam equivalent to 1.3 MW would experience losses greater than 5%, which would not be
acceptable for operation, if the working point was the same as the present value of (21.35, 21.45).

The simulation study indicated that the present working point of (21.35, 21.45) was affected by
the structural resonances of !x ! 2!y = !21 and 2!x ! 2!y = 0. The simulations were performed
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Transverse intra-bunch feedback
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Stability of the MR

nstability
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Dedicated beam experiment @ xy = -0.37,
single bunch
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Dedicated beam experiment @ xy = -0.37,
three bunches
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Vertical 

instability

A. Kobayashi, Workshop, Dec. 21-12, 2020

xy = 0.70

xy = -0.927



Stability of the MR

Routine operation @ nx = 21.35, ny = 21.44, xx = -5.89, xy = -7.89

↓

Stable

Growth and damping at the condition 
of NB=2.3E+14

Beam intensity variation. 
Several shots are overlapped in the figure.

Horizontal feedback is switched off

Beam loss starts
due to the instability

Horizontal 

instability



Stability of 8 bunches beam

Growth rate measured with "95% ξ correction"

ξx = −0.16

Growth rate measured with "75% ξ correction"

ξx = −5.89

Horizontal 

instability
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Simulation in 2D (longitudinal + transverse 1D) 
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(without space charge effect)

Wake potentials of the unit triangle beam
G. Sabbi, TRISIM user's guide, CERN SL/94-73(AP),1994.



Comparison of simulation to the measurement.
without S.C. effect   à unstable
Not all the impedance sources à stable

simulation



ξ= -1
nx = 22.41

Head-tail 
damping

TMCI

Slow head-tail instability

Simulation, single bunch
simulation



Growth rate vs frequency multiplication factor. 
The growth rate at frequency multiplication factor = 0 corresponds to operation without feedback.

Effect of the processing clock of the intra-bunch feedback system

NB = 4.4E+13 protons/bunch

ξ= 0

Current setting

simulation



Effect of the processing clock

Simulation result

Dipole signals, overlap of 13 turns 
with the processing clock 
of 64 multiple of fRF (simulation).

Measurement

Trigger (P0) + 13 ms
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Measurement suggests 
stable and unstable points

along the bunch
caused by the processing clock 

simulation

measurement



BunchBPMKicker

Processor + Amp.

Processor 
+ Amp.BPM

Kicker

one-turn delay
+

4-tap FIR filter

one-turn delay
+

4-tap FIR filter

Time interleaved sampling and kicking by two feedback systems

The timing of two systems is ∆TCLK/2 shifted.

Simulated results w/o and with the time interleaved sampling 
and kicking by two feedback system. 
Left: the same timing 
Right: interleaved sampling and kicking with ∆TCLK/2 shift

Interleaved  sampling / kickingSame sampling / kicking

simulationsimulation



Summary

üPresent knowledge on the transverse instabilities in the J-PARC MR is reviewed
1. Vertical plane is more unstable than the horizontal, 

reasonable considering vacuum duct geometry

2. Resistive wall seems dominant source, then kickers, more precisely under study

3. Space charge instability suppression is observed

ü Intra-bunch feedback system works well upto the beam power ~ 500 kW

üAbove 500 kW some improvements of the feedback are necessary
1. Time interleaved sampling and kicking 

with the current processing frequency, 64 x fRF (or slightly higher 96 x fRF)

2. Doubling the processing clock frequency: 64 x fRF à 128 x fRF


